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Abstract—The paper reviews some popular techniques to
harvest energy for implantable biosensors. For each technique,
the advantages and drawbacks are discussed. Emphasis is placed
to the inductive links, able to deliver power wirelessly through the
biological tissues and to enable a bidirectional data communica-
tion with the implanted sensors. Finally, high frequency inductive
links are described, focusing also on the power absorbed by the
tissues.

Index Terms—Energy harvesting, remote powering, im-
plantable biosensors, inductive powering.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays there is an increasing interest in the field of
implantable biosensors. The possibility of real-time monitoring
of the human body from inside paves the way to a great
number of applications and offers wide scenarios for the
future.

A promising application is the use of implanted electrode
arrays to monitor local neural circuits and the related spiking
activity [1–4]. The study of brain neural activity is a great
help in the treatment of disorders such as blindness, deafness,
epilepsy, Parkinson’s disease and paralysis. For instance, in the
latter mentioned disorder, by observing the emission rate of
electrical impulses occurring when particular movements are
done, it is possible to transform these signals in commands
for neuro-prosthetic devices. These devices, controlled directly
by the thought through the nerve signals [5], are thus able to
partially render the mobility to people with motion disabilities.

The brain is not the only application area for implantable
biosensors; significant effort is dedicated to the design and
development of implantable chemical sensors, capable to de-
tect the concentration of clinically relevant species [6] or to
constantly monitor the health status by collecting biometric
data to better calibrate a therapy or to prevent dangerous
events, such as hearth attacks or ictus.

Several key challenges must be addressed to realize these
scenarios: implantable biosensors should be minimally inva-
sive, completely biocompatible, with a low thermal dissipa-
tion [7], and a large power autonomy. In particular, this latter
aspect must be carefully considered, since the performance of
an implanted device depends on the power availability.

Modern batteries have increased capabilities with respect to
those available in the past: for example, lithium-ion batteries
have reached a high level of energy density (up to 0.2 Wh/g)
and are able to maintain an almost constant voltage until they
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Fig. 1. Implantable sensor, having 1-mm diameter, to measure and monitor
blood pressure. Image from [9].

are discharged to 75%-80% [8]. Unfortunately, size constraints
of implantable batteries limit their efficiency and their repeated
use implies their substitution after a while.

Power constraints can be relaxed by energy harvesters, also
named energy scavengers. These devices exploit natural or
artificial power sources surrounding the person to assist the
implanted batteries, to recharge them and in certain cases even
to replace them. Energy harvesters for implantable biosensors
have been exhaustively studied and a large number of solutions
for different cases can be found in literature.

Most of the physical phenomena have been studied to obtain
harvesters suitable for in-body applications, having minimum
invasivity and high efficiency. This paper aims at reviewing
some of these solutions, discussing the pros and cons, the
related applications and the potential of each solution. The
paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses some of the
most popular harvesting techniques for on-body and in-body
applications. Section 3 describes in detail the use of inductive
links for wireless remote powering of implanted devices.
Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper. In the Appendix is
provided a brief introduction to the study of inductive links
by means of the scattering parameters.

II. HARVESTING AND REMOTE POWERING TECHNIQUES

In this section, some of the most popular harvesting tech-
niques for implantable biosensors are discussed, presenting
for each technique the advantages and the disadvantages. The
last paragraph of this section offers an outlook of some new
emerging techniques inspired by the biological mechanisms.
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A. Kinetic

Kinetic harvesters aim to collect the energy related to human
motions and transform it into electrical energy [10]. This kind
of harvesters can be classified into three categories, depending
on the employed transduction method: electromagnetic, elec-
trostatic, and piezoelectric.

Kinetic harvesters using electromagnetic transducers are
able to generate an electromotive force due to the change of
an external magnetic flux through a closed circuit. The change
of flux can be induced, for instance, by rotating the circuit
along an axis, thereby changing the surface associated to the
magnetic flux.
This method has been used by Seiko to power the quartz
wristwatch “Seiko Kinetic” [11]. This watch is able to self-
charge by the means of wrist motion, transmitted by an
oscillating weight to a magnetic rotor linked to a coil [12]. The
motion of the rotor induces an electromotive force through a
coil and the generated charge is stored in a common battery.
Moreover, this harvester is equipped with a charge pump
circuit with different multiplicative factors to quickly increase
the voltage of the battery, in order to reduce as much as
possible the start-up time of the watch.
The approach of Seiko has been successfully tested also in
biomedical field, being able to exploit the heart beats to charge
a pacemaker battery [13]. Implanted on a dog, this energy
harvester has collected 80 mJ after 30 minute with a cardiac
frequency of about 200 beats per minute: around 13 µJ per
beat with a returned power of about 44 µW. A possible draw-
back of this technique is the necessity to periodically lubricate
the moving parts, which in the end need to be replaced when
worn out. Moreover, the size of the oscillating weight makes
this solution not suitable for low invasive biosensors with small
dimensions.

Kinetic harvesters based on electrostatic transducers utilize
variable capacitors having the position of the plates changed
by an external force. They can work with fixed charge or
with fixed voltage. Working with fixed charge, the external
force changes the voltage across the capacitor, while working
with fixed potential the motion of the plates generates current
through the capacitor. Independently by the operation mode,
in most of the cases they need to be precharged to operate.
This technique has a low efficiency when high power is
required, but works quite well with devices having low power
requirements, such as the implantable biosensors. Furthermore,
it is appropriate for MEMS realization.
The literature offers kinetic harvesters with electrostatic trans-
ducers that can render up to 58 µW when set in motion by
a force emulating the cardiac signal, exploiting a capacitor
with a capacitance variable between 32 nF and 110 nF [14]. A
MEMS electrostatic harvester rendering 80 µW when excited
with an acceleration of 10 m/s2 has been proposed [15]. This
harvester is dedicated to biomedical applications and operates
with constant charge; moreover it is non-resonant, thus it can
operate over a wide range of oscillation frequencies.

Finally, the kinetic harvesters based on piezoelectric trans-
ducers use the capability of the piezoelectric materials to
generate an electric field when subjected to a mechanical

deformation. Differently from the electrostatic transducers,
no precharging is required. Piezoelectric harvesters based on
Aluminum Nitride (AIN) have returned up to 60 µW, with
a footprint smaller than 1 cm2 [16]; this power, however,
is obtained with unpackaged devices and could significantly
decrease once the harvesters are packaged; Piezoelectric har-
vesters based on Lead Zirconate Titanate (PZT) have obtained
up to 40 µW [17].

Kinetic harvesters are widely used in commercial sensors
available in the market. Perpetuum c© [18] and EnOcean c©

[19] provide a large spectrum of solutions for different appli-
cation fields, including wireless sensor nodes. None of these
commercial solutions is however dedicated to implantable
biosensors.

B. Thermoelectric Effect

Scavengers exploiting thermal gradients to generate energy
are based on the Seebeck effect. Due to a temperature dif-
ference between two different metals or semiconductors, a
voltage drop is created across them.

The core element of this kind of scavengers is the thermo-
couple (Fig. 2): two materials are linked together maintaining
their junctions at different temperatures. The voltage gener-
ated across a thermocouple due to a temperature difference
(T1 − T2) can be expressed as,

V =
∫ T2

T1

[SB(T )− SA(T )]dT , (1)

where SA and SB are the thermoelectric powers (or Seebeck
coefficients) of the two materials A and B. Semiconductors
typically have a high Seebeck coefficient and that is why these
materials are commonly used for thermocouples; moreover, n-
type and p-type semiconductors have Seebeck coefficients with
different signs, so that if the two semiconductors composing
a thermocouple have opposite doping the contributions to the
voltage reported in (1) are summed.

Energy scavengers exploiting the thermoelectrical effect
consist of many thermocouples connected electrically in series
and thermally in parallel to create a thermopile (Fig. 3).
Additional elements, such as radiators and structures to convey
the heat into the thermopile legs are normally used to increase
the efficiency of such devices.

Thermopiles are usually inserted in a thermal circuit as
depicted in Fig. 4. If we assume that the thermopile is
placed between the human body (source) and the external

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of a thermocouple: two different materials
are linked together keeping their junctions at different temperatures. A voltage
drop is thus created across them because of the Seebeck effect.
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Fig. 3. The connection of many thermocouples (left) electrically in series
and thermally in parallel forms a thermopile (right).

ambient (sink), Rsr represents the thermal resistance during
heat exchange between hot plate of the thermopile and the
body, while Rsk represents the thermal resistance during
heat exchange between cold plate of the thermopile and the
ambient. The temperature difference between the body and
the ambient is denoted as ∆T , while ∆T ′ is the temperature
difference effectively present across the thermopile plates. The
thermopile has a thermal resistance between the plates equal
to Rt and a heat flux W flows across it. In this description,
the heat flux is considered constant: this assumption remains
valid only for high values of the thermal resistances Rsr and
Rsk.

The thermal resistance Rt of the thermopile is the parallel
combination of the thermal resistance Rp of the thermopile
legs, also called pillars, and the thermal resistance Ra of the
air in between the legs.

Rp =
h

2na2
rp ,

Ra =
h

A− 2na2
ra ,

(2a)

(2b)

where A is the area of the thermopile plates, h is the height
of the pillars, equal to the distance between the plates, a is the
lateral dimension of the pillars, assumed with square base. The
parameter n represents the number of thermocouples (each one
having 2 pillars) while ra and rp are the thermal resistivity of
the air and of the pillars, respectively.

It is possible to demonstrate that Rp and Ra should be equal
to maximize the generated power. Thus, by equalizing the two
previous expressions the optimum number of thermocouples
to be used in a thermopile is obtained:

n =
rp

rp + ra
· A

2a2
=

rp

Ra
· h

2a2
. (3)

The thermal gradient ∆T ′ across the thermopile can be
written as

∆T ′ = WRt = W
Rp

2
, (4)

where the thermal resistance of the thermocouple Rt is the
parallel of Rp and Ra. Rp has been fixed equal to Ra to
maximize the generated power.

Fig. 4. Schematic example of a thermal circuit.

The electrical parameters of the thermopile can be deter-
mined as 

∆V = nSp∆T ′ = rp
SpW

4
· h
a2

,

R = 2nρ
h

a2
=

rp

rp + ra
· ρA
h
· ( h
a2

)2 .

(5a)

(5b)

The equation (5a) returns the voltage drop across the entire
thermopile and is obtained from (1) considering Sp the sum
of the Seebeck coefficients of the two pillars of every thermo-
couple. The equation (5b) describes the electrical resistance R
of the thermopile, where ρ is the electrical resistivity of the
pillars.

Finally, the power delivered by the thermopile to a matched
load is equal to

P =
∆V 2

4R
=

1
64
S2

pW
2
uAh

ρ
(rp + ra)rp , (6)

where Wu = W/A is the heat flux per unit area. A common
figure of merit for the thermopiles is the following

ZT =
S2

prp

ρ
∆T ′ . (7)

ZT is a dimensionless factor describing the performance of a
thermocouple.

By the formulas just introduced the voltage V is shown to
be proportional to h/a2, while the power P is proportional to
h. The aspect h/a between the height of the pillars and the
lateral dimension is limited by technology aspects [20]. Thus,
by increasing h to obtain a higher power, h/a2 is decreased
and, hence, the voltage. For this reason there is no space for
simultaneously optimizing of power and voltage.

When low thermal gradients are applied, as in the case of
human body applications, to obtain voltage levels useful to
power integrated circuitry is not straightforward. Commercial
thermopiles commonly use bismuth telluride (Bi2Te3), having
Seebeck coefficient S = ±0.2 mV/◦C, due to the high ZT
factor. By using that material for the thermocouple pillars, with
a temperature difference ∆T ′ = 1 ◦C, 5000 thermocouples
having a total area of about 25 cm2 are required to produce a
voltage drop ∆V = 1 V [21].

Moreover, a value of ∆T ′ = 1 ◦C between the thermopile
plates is not easily achieved. Based on results from [21], plac-
ing a commercial thermopile exploiting bismuth telluride on a
human forearm and considering an area A = 1 cm2, we can
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TABLE I
HUMAN TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS AT ROOM TEMPERATURE. TABLE

FROM [22].

Site
Muscle Fat Rested Walking Running

Thickness Thickness (v=0.2 m/s) (v=1.56 m/s) (v=4.25 m/s)
(mm) (mm) ∆T (K) ∆T (K) ∆T (K)

Abdomen 16.34 14.8 1.73 3.8 4.75

Biceps 34.6 3.33 0.45 1.22 1.7

Calf-posterior 65.36 4.93 0.65 1.74 2.4

Chest 33.45 7.26 0.94 2.37 3.18

Forearm 26.04 3.24 0.44 1.16 1.63

Hamstring 69.29 6.97 0.91 2.32 3.14

Lumbar 37 6.54 0.85 2.18 2.96

Quadriceps 54.54 6.42 0.82 2.12 2.89

Subscapular 23.74 8.4 1.06 2.6 3.44

Suprapatellar 29.42 6.23 0.81 2.08 2.81

Triceps 41.84 5.92 0.78 2.02 2.75

assume as reasonable the following values: Rsr = 500 K/W,
Rsk = 1030 K/W, Rt = 50 K/W, Tsr = 37.5 ◦C, Tsk =
28 ◦C. If the heat flux W passing through the thermopile is

W =
∆T

(Rsr +Rsk +Rt)
, (8)

a heat flux of about W = 6 mW flows through the area
A. The product of the heat flux by the thermal resistance of
the thermopile results in temperature gradient ∆T ′ = 0.3 ◦C,
instead of 1 ◦C previously assumed. With this value of ∆T ′,
the thermopile area must be increased up to 83 cm2 to obtain
a voltage drop of ∆V = 1 V, making impractical any kind
of implant application. In order to compare the different
implantation areas, Table I from [22] shows the calculated
temperature gradients present in different parts of the human
body, with an ambient temperature of 25 ◦C.

Charge pumps are commonly used to elevate the voltage
drops generated by the thermocouples, thus overcoming the
problems related to the low voltages generated by the thermal
scavengers [23–26]. Seiko proposed a thermoelectric wrist-
watch where a voltage of about 300 mV is boosted until 1.5 V,
a useful level to power the 1 µW quartz circuit [27]. The
whole scavenger can provide a total power of 22.5 µW.

The literature offers some examples of thermopiles ex-
ploiting the human warmth and a considerable effort has
been invested to improve the technology performance of
such systems. However, the power range of thermoelectric
harvesters when exploiting the human warmth is still quite
low and generally it does not exceed the few hundreds of
µW when thermal difference below 5 K are applied. In [28]
1.5 µW with a 0.19 cm3 device exploiting a thermal gradient
of 5 K is obtained. Similar results have been obtained by [29]
with a device able to return 1 µW with an area of 1 cm2

and a thermal gradient of 5 K. ThermoLife [30] proposes a
commercially available solution able to produce up to 30 µW
(10 µA with a voltage drop of 3 V) when a temperature
difference of 5 K is applied. This device has a volume of
95 mm3 and a weight of 0.23 g.

C. Fuel Cells

A fuel cell is an electrochemical device that generates
current through the reaction of two chemical species flowing
into it, the fuel on the anode site and the oxidant on the

Fig. 5. Schematic description of a PEM fuel cell. Electrons cannot cross the
membrane, thus they have to follow a different path, generating current.

cathode site. The main difference between a fuel cell and a
traditional battery is that the former one can produce energy
virtually without stopping, as long as the reactants continue to
be present.

Fuel cells exist in many different kinds. The most common
is the Proton Exchange Membrane (PEM) fuel cell (Fig. 5).
The fuel and the oxidant streams are separated by a membrane
that allows only protons produced on the anode site to cross
it and to reduce the oxidant on the cathode site. The electrons
generated on the anode cannot pass directly through the
membrane to reach the cathode, consequently they have to
follow a different external path, generating current.

Recently, a new kind of membrane-less fuel cells has been
introduced [31, 32]. They exploit the laminar characteristics
of micro-channel flows to keep the two reactants separated,
avoiding in this way the use of a membrane. Indeed, the PEM
membrane needs a constant humidification and it is subject
to degradation and fuel crossover. In addiction, the cost is
usually quite high. Membrane-less fuel cells, instead, are more
compact and enable a significant miniaturization. Additionally,
they do not require water management or cooling system. A
schematic example of a membrane-less fuel cell is reported in
Fig. 6.

The use of fuel cells exploiting species present into the
human body to harvest energy for implantable biosensors
offers considerable advantages. The constant presence and
availability of the reactants directly into the body makes
unnecessary external recharging mechanisms or replacement.
Implantable fuel cells using glucose as reactant are probably
the most studied biofuel cells, due to the high availability
of glucose in body fluids. Note that the investigation and
development of such cells have started since the 1960’s [33].

Glucose fuel cells can be divided into two groups: abi-
otically catalyzed and enzymatically catalyzed. The former
group utilizes non-biological catalysts, such as noble metals
or activated carbon. The latter group, instead, uses enzymes,
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Fig. 6. Schematic description of a membrane-less fuel cell. The laminar
characteristics of micro-channel flows are used to keep reactants separated.
Image elaborated from [39].

such as glucose oxidase or laccase, as catalysts to enable the
electrode reactions. In [34] the state of the art of these devices
is reported. During in vitro experiments glucose fuel cells
abiotically catalyzed can generate up to 50 µW/cm2 [35].
Experiments in vivo performed on a dog have generated
2.2 µW/cm2 over a period of 30 days [36]. Enzymatically
catalyzed cells can provide a higher power density, up to
430 µW/cm2 [37]. Unfortunately, the lifetime of their enzy-
matic catalyst has been not proved beyond a period of one
month [38].

D. Infrared Radiation

This kind of harvesters exploits an external infrared source
to transmit power to an implanted photodiode array; this latter
converts the received radiation into a current to properly charge
the sensor battery (Fig. 7).

Some examples about this typology of scavengers are dis-
cussed in [40, 41]. The device presented in [41] can supply
power in the order of hundreds µW up to few mW when
illuminated by a power density of some mW/cm2. The
power returned by that photodiode array when enlighten by
a power density of 22 mW/cm2 for 17 min is sufficient to
allow a 20 µA cardiac pacemaker to operate for 24 h. In
terms of power, it means about 4 mW of transmitted power
if the voltage of the pacemaker battery is considered equal
to 2.4 V, an average value between the nominal operating
voltage (2.8 V) and the minimum operating voltage (2.0 V).
This result has been obtained with a skin temperature rise of
1.4 ◦C, a safe value for this kind of tissue [42].

This performance has been achieved by means of a large
photodiode array, having an area of 2.1 cm2 and placed in
a subcutaneous zone extremely near to the infrared emitter
(0.8 mm). To obtain the same performance without a further
temperature increase when a thicker tissue is used, the array
dimensions can be enlarged. In [41] the same results are
demonstrated where a 2 mm human skin is used as barrier
with a 10 cm2 photodiode array. Finally, to increase the emitter
power densities to reduce the photodiode area is not recom-
mended. Most of the heat generated by these scavengers is

Fig. 7. Example of an infrared harvester. The infrared light emitted by an
external source is caught by an implanted photodiode array. Image from [41].

due to the array heating and a smaller array receiving a greater
power density would involve a considerable temperature rise
in the implantation zone.

Due to the area constrains and the difficulties to operate
with tissues having high thickness, this kind of harvesters is
suitable for large devices not deeply implanted (i.e. cardiac
pacemakers) but is practically ineffective with less invasive,
deeply implanted devices.

E. Low Frequency Magnetic Fields

This kind of harvesters uses low frequency magnetic fields
placed outside the body to move an implanted magnetic
rotor and to generate power exploiting its mechanical rotation
(Fig. 8). Some solutions using this technique have been
reported in literature [43, 44].

One of the advantages in employing this kind of scavengers
is the high quantity of power that they can deliver over a rela-
tively big distance and even to deeply implanted biosensors. A
maximum power of 3.1 W over a distance of 1.5 cm has been
reported by [43], with an attractive force between the external
and the internal rotors of 1.6 N. This value has been obtained
with a speed of the internal rotor of about 547 rad/s. At a
lower speed, up to 0.2 W can be delivered over a distance of
2 cm when the implanted rotor is rotating at 273 rad/s and
the resistance of the load is 200 Ω.

The major drawback of this technique is the large dimension
of the implanted rotor, about 10 cm3. This volume hinders the
implantation process. Moreover, moving components need to
be periodically lubricated and substituted when worn out.

Fig. 8. Low frequency magnetic fields are used to move an implanted rotor
to generate power. Images elaborated from [43].
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F. Inductive Links

The use of inductive links to power implanted sensors has
been deeply investigated in the last decade. An inductive link
consists of two coils. The primary coil is placed outside the
body, generating a variable magnetic field by means of an
alternate current flowing in it. The change of the magnetic flux
through the secondary coil generates across it an electromotive
force, according to the Faraday-Neumann-Lenz law

ε = −dφB

dt
, (9)

where ε is the electromotive force generated by the change
of the magnetic flux φB through the secondary coil. The
minus sign in the right side of the equation indicates that the
generated electromotive force opposes the flux change. Using
this method, power is transferred wirelessly through the body
tissues, inducing an electromotive force in the implanted coil
by means of an alternate current flowing on the external coil.

Inductive links present considerable additions, when com-
pared with other kinds of power transmission previously
discussed. Exploiting this technique, data can be transmitted
from outside to inside the body (downlink) and vice versa
(uplink) without using a radio-frequency transmitter or receiver
(Fig. 9). This can be feasible by modulating the load of the
secondary coil, varying in this way the total load seen by
the primary coil. This technique of data transmission, often
named backscattering, allows to save a large amount of energy
by avoiding the use of an implanted RF transmitter. Indeed,
the RF transmitter usually has the highest power consumption
among the components of an implantable biosensor. The
capability to avoid an implanted RF transmitter, together with
a delivered power up to few mW, make this technique partic-
ularly suitable for low-invasive implantable biosensors. Many
applications, involving inductive harvesting techniques, have
been reported in literature. Such solutions are discussed in
detail in the following section, preceded by a brief theoretical
introduction.

Such technique presents strong analogies with the use of
RFID passive tags [45]. An RFID passive tag consists of
an integrated circuit with memory that is powered by the
incidental field generated by a reader. Once powered, the
chip generally transmits its identification tag to the reader by
means of an RF transmitter or by exploiting the backscattering
technique. Thus, an RFID passive tag needs energy only when
the tag is required by the reader and it is not equipped with
a battery. Implantable biosensors, instead, could need to be
powered even when no reading occurs. Thus, in most cases
the biosensors must be equipped with an implanted battery.

In the market commercial products exploiting inductive
links to power fully implanted biosensors are available. One of
these products is the neurostimulator “RestoreUltra” produced
by Medtronic [46]. It is a stimulator of the spinal cord and
is equipped with a battery that can be recharged from outside
avoiding invasive surgeries.

G. Emerging Techniques

The biological processes in animals and plants to collect,
store and reuse energy can inspire novel harvesting techniques.

Fig. 9. Schematic representation of an inductive powering performing
bidirectional data transmission.

Some works have presented strong analogies between complex
electronic systems and biological energy management [47].

For example, natural photosynthesis permits plants to collect
energy by exploiting the solar light as source and CO2

and water as reactants. Several efforts have been invested
to artificially reproduce the key steps of the photosynthesis,
in order to generate electrical power and energy fuels [48,
49]. Ref. [50] has proposed a photosynthetic light conversion
unit that mimics the light-harvesting structure of phototrophic
bacteria. An array of self-assembled bacteriochlorophyll ag-
gregates captures and conveys the solar energy to an embedded
“reaction center”. This latter has the role of energy acceptor
and contributes to the charge transfer.

Another kind of scavenger inspired by the natural photo-
synthesis is the Gräetzel’s cell or dye-sensitized solar cell
(DSSC) [51]. This device has two electrodes, one of which is
transparent to the solar light. In between the two electrodes,
a molecular dye converts the solar light in electrons that
reach the anode electrode by means of a stratum of titanium
dioxide (TiO2). The electron holes generated into the dye reach
the cathode electrode through a liquid electrolyte. The whole
mechanism is similar to the natural photosynthesis. Indeed, in
this approach the dye has the same role of the chlorophyll
(conversion of light in electrons), the electrolyte has the same
role of the water (replacement of the generated electrons), and
the TiO2 has the same role of the CO2 (electrons acceptor).

This harvesting technique, although at the moment is not
directly applicable to the field of the implantable biosensors,
could be used in the near future to power devices not deeply
implanted. A possible target, for example, could be subcuta-
neous biosensors due to their proximity to the skin and to the
solar light.

III. INDUCTIVE LINKS FOR REMOTE POWERING OF
IMPLANTED BIOSENSORS

A. Introduction

As aforementioned, inductive links are a well-suited solu-
tion for implanted biosensors due to the possibility to perform
a bidirectional communication between the internal sensor and
the external control devices. Furthermore, the low dimension
makes them compatible with low-invasive body implantations.

Almost all the works reported in the literature utilize fre-
quencies in the order of few MHz or lower [52–60]. The reason
behind this choice is that this range of frequencies minimizes
the power absorption by the tissues, yielding a higher trans-
mission efficiency. At these frequencies, an inductive link can
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Fig. 10. An inductive link is obtained with a primary coil L1 connected to
a power source and magnetically coupled to a secondary coil L2.

be analyzed by means of the Kirchhoff’s laws using lumped
parameters [61].

An example of an inductive link is illustrated in Fig. 10.
The behavior of that circuit is described, according to (9), by
the following formulas

V1 = +R1I1 +
dφ1

dt
,

V2 = −R2I2 −
dφ2

dt
,

(10a)

(10b)

where R1 and R2 represent the parasitic resistances of the two
coils, φ1 is the total magnetic flux through the primary coil
and φ2 is the total magnetic flux through the secondary coil.
The voltages and the currents reported in (10) are functions
of time.
Defining the self-inductances L1 and L2 of the two coils and
their mutual inductance M as

L1 =
∂φ1

∂I1
,

L2 =
∂φ2

∂I2
,

M =
∂φ1

∂I2
=
∂φ2

∂I2
,

(11a)

(11b)

(11c)

the expressions in (10) can be rewritten as
V1 = +R1I1 + L1

dI1
dt
−M dI2

dt
,

V2 = −R2I2 − L2
dI2
dt

+M
dI1
dt

.

(12a)

(12b)

The system can be finally described in the frequency domain
by {

V1 = +R1I1 + jωL1I1 − jωMI2 ,

V2 = −R2I2 − jωL2I2 + jωMI1 ,

(13a)
(13b)

where V and I represent now complex phasors.
It is now possible to define some important parameters of

the inductive links. First of all, we can express the voltage
across the load as a function of the source voltage:

V2 =
jωMZload

ω2(M2 − L1L2) + jω(L1Zload + L1R2 + L2R1) + R1Zload + R1R2
V1 .

(14)

Since the complex power of a sinusoidal source V generat-
ing a current I can be defined as P = V I∗

2 , the power transfer
efficiency η of the link can be written as

η =
<(V2I

∗
2 )

<(V1I
∗
1

)
=

ω2M2Rload

ω2M2(R2 + Rload) + R1[(R2 + Rload)2 + (ωL2 +Xload)2]
.

(15)

where Rload and Xload are the real and the imaginary parts
of Zload, respectively.

Finally, the input impedance seen by the voltage source V1

can be expressed as

Zlink = R1 + jωL1 +
ω2M2

R2 + jωL2 + Zload
. (16)

In most of the cases, the power signal driving the primary
circuit is generated by a class-E amplifier, due to the higher
efficiency of this circuit as compared to conventional class-B
or class-C amplifiers [62].

Downlink transmission can be achieved by modulating the
power signal generated by the class-E amplifier. Amplitude
Shift Keying (ASK) is one of the most preferred modulation
techniques, due to the simplicity of the demodulator that
permits to reduce the area and the power consumption of the
implanted chip. In addition, this kind of modulation enables a
simple synchronization between transmitter and receiver. On
the other hand, by modifying the amplitude of the power
signal, the transmission efficiency becomes sub-optimal. Fur-
thermore, the data transmission rate is lower as compared with
other kinds of downlink modulations.

Another solution for the downlink communication is the
Frequency Shift Keying (FSK). It permits to reach higher
transmission rate if compared to the ASK, but this result is
achieved by means of a more complex demodulator and by in-
creasing the difficulty of synchronization between transmitter
and receiver [63].

Uplink transmission is commonly achieved by means of the
Load Shift Keying (LSK). By modifying the impedance Zload

of the secondary circuit, the load Zlink seen by the primary
circuit consequently varies, causing the current flowing on the
primary coil to change. This change can be detected by an
external demodulator, enabling the uplink transmission without
any internal RF transmitter.

B. High Frequency Inductive Links

As previously mentioned, almost all the works reported in
the literature utilize frequencies in the order of few MHz or
lower [52–60] since this range of frequencies minimizes the
power absorbed by the tissues, yielding a higher transmission
efficiency. A recent work [64] has questioned this choice:
the tissue absorption increases with the frequency only if the
displacement current is omitted into the Maxwell equations
(quasi-static assumption). In that case, the propagation of
the electromagnetic field is governed by a diffusion equation
and decays exponentially inside the tissues. The diffusion
length in that case is inversely proportional to the square
root of the frequency. This approximation is valid with good
conductors, but is not valid if the human body is modeled as a
low loss dielectric. Without using the quasi-static assumption,
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Fig. 11. Power gain obtained by [64] using an inductive link composed of two
4 mm2 coils. Simulations and measurements produce an optimal transmission
frequency around 2.5 GHz.

thus performing a full-wave analysis, the penetration depth is
shown to be asymptotically independent with the frequency,
until dielectric dispersion occurs at very high frequency, in the
microwave range [64]. For this reason, an optimum frequency
in the GHz range is assumed.

In this range of frequencies, to characterize a network in
terms of lumped elements, as we have done in the previ-
ous paragraph, is difficult and in certain cases intractable.
In microwave range, indeed, defining voltages and currents
in a unique manner is not always possible. Moreover, the
measurement of impedances and admittances, when possible,
requires the use of short-circuits or open-circuits, not always
easily realizable at high frequency. For these reasons, in the
microwave and optical range a description of the networks by
means of scattering parameters is usually preferred [65].

A brief introduction of the scattering parameters theory is
given in the Appendix. By means of the theoretical elements
introduced there, ref. [64] has simulated the performance
of an inductive link consisting of two square coils with an
area of 4 mm2. These coils are separated by a substrate of
1.5 cm (composed by air, 2 mm of skin, 1 mm of fat, 4 mm
of muscle, 8 mm of skull and brain). The result obtained
is reported in Fig. 11. The optimum frequency is located
around 2.5 GHz, at least two orders of magnitude higher
than the frequencies commonly used for the wireless power
transmission. Moreover, this result has been validated by
measurements using beef sirloin as substrate. The value of
power gain is obtained by assuming simultaneous conjugate
matching. The use of such range of frequencies would enable
the realization of considerable smaller implantable coils, a
higher data transmission rate and a better tolerance to mis-
alignments between coils.

Our simulations, using the same setup as in [64], have
confirmed that result. The electrical parameters of the human
tissues have been calculated using the 4-terms Cole-Cole re-
laxation model [66]. The tool used to perform the simulations
is the Agilent Momentum.

Other works [67] have shown an increase of the power gain,
together with a shift of the optimal frequency in the sub-
GHz range, where the area of the external coil is increased
up to 4 cm2. The optimum frequency is still two orders of

Fig. 12. With a bigger external coil (4 cm2) the power gain increases and
the optimal frequency slightly shifts in the sub-GHz range.

magnitude higher than the frequencies commonly used. Our
simulations, reported in Fig. 12, confirm that behavior where a
4 cm2 external coil is used. These coils are electrically large
at very high frequencies in the GHz range, thus resonance
effects afflict the simulations with a sort of ripples in the high
part of the simulation range.

Any kind of biomedical measurement performed by im-
planted devices requires a careful analysis of the implantation
site. Measurements of biochemical species normally present
into the muscles of the limbs, such as the lactate, can be
performed by devices implanted into the legs or the arms.
Moreover, sensors dedicated to monitor the neural activity
must be placed near the brain. Finally, devices implanted
into the wrist can easily detect the heart rate. Thus, different
implantation sites have been tested, maintaining constant the
area of the external coil at 4 cm2. The individuation of the
sites and the definition of their geometries have been possible
thanks to the Visible Human Project, implementing 3D real-
time navigation into the human body [68]. The results of such
simulations are reported in Fig. 13. The optimum frequency
still remains in the sub-GHz range, while the absolute value
of the power gain noticeably changes with the implantation
depth.

To conclude the section dedicated to the high frequency
inductive links, we report an example of implantable chip
exploiting high frequency power transmission [69]. The work-
ing frequency is 915 MHz and it can deliver a maximum
power of 140 µW at 1.2 V, sending 0.25 W through 15 mm
of tissue. The implanted coil has an area of 4 mm2, while the
transmitting coil has an area of 4 cm2.

C. Specific Absorption Rate

An important parameter to be considered, when the power
source is close to the body, is the Specific Absorption Rate
(SAR) of the tissues:

SAR =
σ|E|2

ρ
, (17)

where σ and ρ are the conductivity and the density of the
involved tissues, respectively, and |E|2 is the norm of the
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Fig. 13. Power gain obtained with a 4 mm2 receiving coil implanted in
different parts of the body, where an external 4 cm2 transmitting coil is used.
Power gain changes noticeably with the implantation depth, reported in the
legend.

incident electric field. The SAR value, measured in W/kg,
determines the quantity of power absorbed by the tissues and
is strictly related with their temperature increase. The SAR is
usually calculated as an average over a region of 1 g or 10 g
of tissue, depending on the national laws.

In the IEEE guideline [70], the SAR limits for a general
public exposure are 4 W/kg for any 10 g of tissue of hands,
wrists, feet and ankles, 1.6 W/kg for any 1 g of any other
tissue. In the ICNIRP guideline [71], the SAR limits for a
general public exposure are 2 W/kg for any 10 g of head and
trunk, 4 W/kg for any 10 g of the limbs.

In ref. [72] a large number of cases where people were daily
subjected to microwave fields with densities in the order of few
mW/cm2 have been analyzed, without finding any significant
health implication. In addition, it reports the trend of SAR
on humans with respect to the frequency, when an incident
field of 1 mW/cm2 is applied. The maximum absorption is
around 70 MHz, where SAR is equal to 0.225 W/kg. At
higher frequencies, around 2.45 GHz, SAR is one order of
magnitude smaller, being equal to 0.028 W/kg. This value is
comparable with that obtained around 20 MHz, where SAR is
equal to 0.015 W/kg.

Recent studies have focused on the neurological effects of
microwaves. The head has become the primary focus due to
the wide use of electronic devices for mobile communication.
With certain kinds of mobile phones, a maximum SAR of
3.72 W/kg, averaged over 1 g of tissues of the head, can be
reached at 900 MHz while the mobile phone is transmitting
600 mW [73]. If averaged over 10 g of tissues, the SAR can
be 1.99 W/kg. The increase of temperature of the head tissues
is included in the range between 0.22 ◦C and 0.43 ◦C. These
measurements have been performed with a radiated power
of 600 mW. Ref. [74] found no positive evidence of risk
to the health or the brain related to pulsed or continuous
exposure to microwave having power levels typical of GSM
communication, such as the ones previously reported.

D. Comparison of the Solutions

To recap, in Table II a summary of some works that exploit
inductive links to power implantable devices is reported. For
each of these, some of the key parameters have been extracted
and reported in the table, to enable a fast comparison.

In contrast to other harvesting techniques presented before,
inductive links are able to deliver a noticeable amount of
power (order of mW) while occupying a relatively small
area. Furthermore, power can be transferred wirelessly through
the body tissues without any physical link that could cause
infections or discomfort.

The distance between the coils is in the order of millimeters,
ranging from 5 mm to 205 mm. Most of the works presented
in Table II perform a data communication between the external
devices and the implanted sensors, with data rates up to few
hundreds kbps. Finally, all the works reported in Table II use
frequencies in the order of few MHz with the exception of
the last one, where a frequency in the GHz range is used.
The amount of power delivered by this last solution and its
efficiency are noticeably smaller than the others, but they have
been obtained using the smallest implanted coil among the
others. Moreover, the use of a high frequency carrier could
allow a higher data rate between the external devices and the
implanted sensors.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The field of implantable biosensors is attracting an in-
creasing interest by offering wide applications for the fu-
ture medicine. In this paper, we have analyzed some of the
most popular techniques used for the design of implantable
biosensors to harvest energy from the ambient and to re-
motely transmit it. For each technique, we have listed the
advantages and the possible drawbacks. A special emphasis
has been placed to the inductive links, able to deliver power
wirelessly through the tissues and to perform bidirectional data
communication with the implanted devices. Additionally, high
frequency inductive links have been considered, showing the
solutions presented in the literature and reporting the results
returned by the simulations.

To summarize, in Table III have been listed the different
solutions cited in the paper to enable a fast comparison among
the different techniques described. For each example the
returned power, the advantages, and the drawbacks are listed.
By the examples reported in this table, inductive links seem
to deliver the highest power levels. Moreover, the absence of
moving parts together with the possibility to achieve bidirec-
tional data communication without any implanted RF trans-
mitter, make these technique particularly suitable to power
implanted devices.

High frequency inductive links can achieve higher data rates
and exhibit better tolerance to misalignments as compared
to the low frequency solutions. Moreover, they support to
realize implantable coils with an extremely low form factor as
compared with other solutions exploiting inductive powering.
The efficiency reached by this approach is however still lower
than that obtained by classical approaches operating in the
MHz range.
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TABLE II
IMPLANTABLE DEVICES EXPLOITING INDUCTIVE LINKS FOR WIRELESS POWER TRANSMISSION.

Ref.
Coil Area Coil Thickness Carrier Data

Bit Rate
Power

Efficiency Distance
Measurement Target

(λ = 10 mm2) (σ = 1 mm) Frequency Transmission Consumption Site Site

[52]
Tx: 7.8 λ Tx: 2 σ

4 MHz
Downlink: PWM-ASK

Uplink: 125 kbps 90 mW (a) 5 mm Air
Neural Recording

Rx: 1.7 λ Rx: 2.5 σ Uplink: LSK System

[53]
Tx: 196 λ Tx: 9.5 σ

4 MHz Uplink: LSK Uplink: 5 ÷ 10 kbps 11 mW (b) 28 mm
Water Bearing

Rx: 31.4 λ Rx: 5 σ Colloids

[54]
Tx: 13200 λ Tx: 300 σ

1 MHz 150 mW (b) 1 % (min.) 205 mm PVC Barrel Stomach
Rx: 7.9 λ Rx: 13 σ

[55] Rx: 10 λ Rx: 0.035 σ 1 MHz 10 mW (b) 18.9% (max.) 5 mm Air
Cerebral

Cortex

[56]
Tx: 283 λ

0.7 MHz
Downlink: ASK Downlink: 60 kbps

50 mW (b) 36% (max.) 30 mm
Rx: 31.4 λ Uplink: LSK Uplink: 60 kbps

[57]
Tx: 31.4 λ

10 MHz
Downlink: ASK Downlink: 120 kbps ≈ 22.5 mW in vitro (b)

15 mm Rabbit Muscle
Rx: 7.9 λ Uplink: BPSK Uplink: 234 kbps ≈ 19 mW in vivo (b)

[58]
Tx: 196.3 λ Tx: 5 σ

5 MHz Downlink: OOK Downlink: 100 kbps ≈ 5 ÷ 10 mW (a) 40 mm
Neural

Rx: 3.5 λ Rx: 1.9 σ Stimulator

[59] Rx: 112.5 λ Rx: 10 σ 6.78 MHz
Downlink: OOK

Uplink: 200 kbps 120 mW (a) 20% (min) 25 mm
Dog Muscular

Uplink: LSK Shoulder Stimulator

[60]
Tx: 152 λ

Rx: 1 σ 13.56 MHz Uplink: LSK 0.198 mW (b) 40 mm
Subcutaneous

Rx: 3.2 λ Tissue

[69]
Tx: 40 λ Tx: 0.038 σ

915 MHz 0.14 mW (b) 0.06% (max) 15 mm
Bovine

Rx: 0.4 λ Rx: 0.038 σ Muscle

(a) Power consumed by the implantable sensor.
(b) Power effectively supplied by the inductive link.

TABLE III
COMPARISON BETWEEN THE DIFFERENT HARVESTING TECHNIQUES.

Technique Ref.
Returned

Advantages Drawbacks
Power

Kinetic

[13] ' 44 µW Large dimension (' 7 cm2).
[14] 58 µW

[15] 80 µW Non resonant.
[16] 60 µW Dimension (≤ 1 cm2). Performance can decrease when packaged.
[17] 40 µW

Thermoelectric

[27] 22.5 µW Low voltage drop.
[28] 1.5 µW

[29] 1 µW

[30] 30 µW

Fuel Cells
[35] 50 µW/cm2 In vitro.
[36] 2.2 µW/cm2 In vivo.
[37] 430 µW/cm2 High power density. Short lifetime.

Infrared Radiation [41] ' 4 mW High power.
Dimension increases when thick tissues

are used (10 cm2 for 2 mm of human skin).

Low Frequency
[43] up to 3.1 W

Extremely high power Extremely big dimension (10 cm3).
Magnetic Field over a big distance (up to 2 cm). Moving parts need to be lubricated and substituted when worn out.

Inductive Links

[53] 11 mW

[54] 150 mW High quantity of power.
[55] 10 mW Data transmission
[56] 50 mW (except [54, 55]).
[57] up to 22.5 mW

[69] 0.14 mW
Extremely small dimension. Extremely low efficiency.
Possibility of high data rate. High transmitted power (0.25 W).
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APPENDIX

We append here a brief introduction to the theory of
scattering parameters. As introduced in Section 3, at high
frequencies, such as in the microwave range, can be difficult
or even impossible to describe a circuit by using voltages
and currents. Moreover, the measurement of impedances and
admittances may require the use of short-circuits or open-
circuits that are not always easy to realize at high frequency.
Consequently, in the microwave and optical range a description
of the networks by means of scattering parameters is usually
preferred [65].

Referring to Fig. 14, each voltage and current of a two-port
network can be divided into two components, one incident and
the other reflected,

Vn = V +
n + V −n ,

In =
1
Z0n

(V +
n − V −n ) ,

(18a)

(18b)

where V +
n and V −n are the incident and the reflected compo-

nents, respectively, and Z0n is the characteristic impedance of
port n. Both voltages and currents are represented as complex
vectors.

When the various ports of a network present different
characteristic impedances, it has sense to normalize the com-
ponents just introduced:

an =
1√
Z0n

V +
n ,

bn =
1√
Z0n

V −n .

(19a)

(19b)

Thus, it is possible to rewrite the voltages and the currents
of the network as

Vn =
√
Z0n(an + bn) ,

In =
1√
Z0n

(an − bn) ,

(20a)

(20b)

where n is still referred to the port. It is now possible to
introduce the generalized scattering matrix S{

b1 = S11a1 + S12a2 ,

b2 = S21a1 + S22a2 ,

(21a)
(21b)

where the generic element Sij can be expressed as

Sij =
bi
aj

∣∣∣∣
ak=0 for k 6=j

. (22)

In most of the practical situations, the characteristic
impedance is the same for all the ports of a network. In that
case, its value is indicated as Z0 and is called characteristic
impedance of the network. Consequently, the normalization
factor will be the same for all the ports and equal to

√
Z0.

The use of a normalization factor involves some advantages.
First, differently from Vn and In, the normalized factors an

and bn are directly related to the power flow, being |an|2 and
|bn|2 the power incident and reflected at port n.

The coefficients indicated with the greek letter Γ in Fig. 14
are called reflection coefficients and describe the ratio of the

Fig. 14. Schematic description of a two-ports network by means of the
scattering parameters.

amplitude of the reflected wave to the amplitude of the incident
wave. With relation to Fig. 14, these coefficients can be written
as 

ΓS =
ZS − Z0

ZS + Z0
,

ΓL =
ZL − Z0

ZL + Z0
,

(23a)

(23b)

where ZS and ZL are the source and load impedances, respec-
tively.

The signals involved in the two-ports network reported in
Fig. 14 can be expressed by means of a signal flow graph, as
that shown in Fig. 15. Incident wave generated by the source
VS is indicated as bS and can be shown that bS = VS

√
Z0

ZS+Z0
.

Referring to Fig. 15, it is now possible to introduce the
definitions of power gain:



GT
.=
Pd

Pavs
, Transducer Power Gain

G
.=
Pd

Pi
, Power Gain

GA
.=
Pavo

Pavs
, Available Gain

(24a)

(24b)

(24c)

where Pavs is the power available from the source, Pi is
the power at the input port of the network, Pavo is the
power available at the output port of the network, and Pd is
power delivered to the load. The different power gains can be
rewritten as



GT =
1− |ΓS|2

|1− ΓinΓS|2
· |S21|2 ·

1− |ΓL|2

|1− S22ΓL|2
,

G =
1

1− |Γin|2
· |S21|2 ·

1− |ΓL|2

|1− S22ΓL|2
,

GA =
1− |ΓS|2

|1− S11ΓS|2
· |S21|2 ·

1
1− |Γout|2

,

(25a)

(25b)

(25c)

where Γin = S11 + S12S21ΓL
1−S22ΓL

and Γout = S22 + S12S21ΓS
1−S11ΓS

.
An important situation is when the input impedance and the

output impedance of the network are conjugately matched to
the source impedance and to the load impedance, respectively.
In this case, named simultaneous conjugate match, the three
definitions of power gain that we have reported assume the
same maximum value.
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Fig. 15. Signal flow chart of a two-ports network.

Finally, it is useful to introduce the voltage gain at the ports
of the network. By defining

A11
.= ΓSS11 − 1 ,

A12
.= ΓSS12 ,

A21
.= ΓLS21 ,

A22
.= ΓLS22 − 1 ,

(26a)
(26b)
(26c)
(26d)

the voltage gain is equal to

Av =
a2 + b2
a1 + b1

=
−A21 + (A22S21 − S22A21)
A22 + (A22S11 − S12A21)

. (27)

With these theoretical elements a two ports network, such as
an inductive link for remote powering, can be analyzed by the
means of the scattering parameters. As previously mentioned,
the description of a network by means of scattering parameters
is always possible, while it is not always possible or convenient
to use an approach exploiting lumped elements.
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